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Welcome

Over 60 years of proven plastics manufacturing excellence
“Inspired by our past, driven by our future.”

Dear Business Partners,
I’m 99% certain you will be satisfied with your dealings with Custom Plastics.
When my father started the company circa 1955, his intent was to best serve customers by delivering quality products
on time, every time. Now, over 60 years later, the philosophy remains the same.
We are proud of the success in our recent history by producing and shipping over 94,000,000 milion parts with a plus
99% retention rate. Our on-time delivery rate over the same time is equally impressive: over 37,000 shipments sent
and a plus 99% on-time delivery rate.
We expect your experience in working with Custom Plastics to be pleasant, satisfying and ultimately the establishment
of a mutually beneficial, long-lasting relationship. Relationships are what got this thing started and will continue to be
the key focus today and beyond.

Sincerely,

Peter Tisbo
President & CEO
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Company History
1955

Founded - A young tool and die maker purchases his first
extruder. Business quickly expands and more machines are
acquired.

1965

Current Location - Continued success prompts the final
move to our current location in Elk Grove Village.

1975

Expansion - Injection molding machines are added, now
allowing multiple processes in one company.

1984

Proprietary - A proprietary division is created, servicing the
lawn & garden consumer products market. Custom Utility
is created, servicing the electrical components industry.
Material manufacturing capability is established (PVC).

1994

New Markets - Custom Accents® is created to address the
office organization market.

1989

Expansion - The third and final building is purchased and
connected in Elk Grove Village.

2002

ISO Certification - Custom Plastics, Inc. had grown
consistently in sales and reputation, and the company is
now ISO Certified, further solidifying its stance on quality.
This includes Advanced Product Quality Planning, an
automotive requirement.

2005

Continued Success - A third internal proprietary line is
added, HandiSOLUTIONS®, offering garage and home
organization. Over sixty years and millions of pounds of
plastic has been produced and sold worldwide, continuing
our success. Cellular PVC is added to the company’s
material manufacturing capability.

2007

Tech Advances - A refrigeration line with stock & made
to order offerings is added. The engineering system is
converted to SolidWorks software. Gas-assist molding
capability is added. Pad printing process is added. FDM
model prototyping capability is added.

2017

Continued Growth - New machines are added, including
two wire EDM machines, a 2.5 single screw extruder, three
molding machines and more, to replace old equipment and
increase capabilities.
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For over 50 years, we have been located
in Elk Grove Village, IL; an ideal location
for plastics engineering. Being centrally
located in the United States allows our
reach to expand across the country. Elk
Grove Village offers:
•

Chicago

Take a look at our timeline and you’ll find a
strong history of success. Our strength is in
the quality of our processes and a drive to go
above and beyond for our customers. Inspired
by a history in manufacturing and driven by a

•

plastic extrusion and injection molding
company.

A 10 minute drive from Chicago’s
O’Hare International Airport

•

The largest industrial park in North
America

•

Over 62 million square feet of
inventory

future of continued success, Custom Plastics
is proud to serve as the Midwest’s premier

A 45 minute drive from downtown

•

Easy access to Illinois’ major
highways and transcontinental rail
service
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Quality

Repeatability, conformance and continuous improvement
Quality is a priority for us at
Custom Plastics. That means
quality in our products, processes and
relationships. With an ISO 9001:2015
certification, we are held to a high standard
of quality. Our Quality Systems staff is
trained in using various measurement
devices to recognize and address any
possible issues in the pieces that are
produced. Our work is reviewed through
both internal and external audits, all to
ensure both the product and process meets
our customer’s expectations.
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Non-contact optical measurement
analysis
For accurate 3D surface measurements and
inspections

Color measurement
(spectrophotometer)
L*A*B* Colorimetric readings guarantee color is
consistent from part-to-part and from run-to-run

Linear measuring devices
For precise measurements and quick spot
checking during a production run

Statistical process control
analysis
To ensure consistency in results and to
achieve the best target value
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Tool Room
At our in-house Tool Room, our skilled engineers
support the building of extrusion dies, punches,
secondary tooling, fixturing and many other needs.
The Tool Room is fully equipped with CNC machining
centers, Wire EDM machines, grinders, manual
mills, lathe and many more machines to make tools
quickly and effectively for extrusion projects.
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Engineering

Optimizing design for manufacturability

Complete SolidWorks®
Software Suite including
Mold Flow Analysis

Product Design and
Development Assistance

Advanced Product Quality
Planning from PO Kickoff to
First Article Delivery

Full Detailed Inspection
Capabilities

Internal Extrusion and Die
Design and Construction

Prototyping and Model
Making Assistance
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Over 60 years ago, we purchased our very first extruder, which ultimately started the company of Custom
Plastics, Inc. Since then, we have grown substantially to a line of 16 extruders that process millions of
pounds of material every year. We have the knowledge and experience to produce and deliver quality parts
on time, every time.
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Profile Extrusion

Consistency, tight tolerances and industry-leading quality control

• ISO 9005: 2015 certification
• 16 extrusion machines that meet most

•

In-house die design and

construction keeps costs and lead

product requirements, with single and twin

times low, while ensuring what we have

screw capability

designed and built processes efficiently in

Experience producing wide profiles

our own plant

(up to 16”), co-extrusion and triextrusion
•

•

Proficient in PVC and Foam PVC

• Downstream calibration enhances
processing and further ensures quality

• Cross-functional experience in

material compounding, with the ability

a multitude of industries, including:

to color match, and modify impact

telecommunications, residential and

and/or UV characteristics to meet the

commercial lighting, electrical, lawn and

customer requirements

garden and consumer products
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Injection Molding
Precision, high volume plastic injection molding
Since we purchased our first injection molding press
over 40 years ago, we at Custom Plastics have been
committed to providing our clients with unmatched
quality injection molded parts at affordable prices.
Over the years, we have continued to expand our
capabilities and industries served by installing
molding presses ranging from 55 to 720 tons. Our
commitment to producing high-quality parts has
helped us gain the trust of our valued customers and
the plastics industry.
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Small tonnage (55 ton) to
large (720 ton) presses
Capabilities in many markets and
industries with our selection of
machine and shot sizes

Gas-Assist Molding
Offers the ability to design a heavywall product that is durable and
cost-effective

Mold Transfer Program
Ability to seamlessly transfer existing
tools to ensure efficient and accurate
production

Value-Added Services
Includes assembly, special packaging,
drop ship, pad printing, ultrasonic
welding and more

Silo/Rail Car Capability
Makes volume purchasing a
possibility and reduces lead times
for efficient delivery

Comprehensive Design
Designing and building prototypes
quickly to evaluate cosmetics or
functionality prior to a major tool
expense
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“One-Stop Shop”
Simple, efficient and cost-saving
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At the end of the day, we want our customers to be

We can save you time and money by managing

satisfied. We strive to make the production process

design, sampling, assembly, printing, packaging,

as seamless as possible, so our customers are

inventory, and shipping - all in one place. Why

able to be efficient in their business. We want to

send your process around the world, chasing

go above and beyond in our service, by offering

components in order to finalize a product? Keep it

additional in-house finishing services.

close to home and let us take care of it all for you.
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Our valueadded services
include:
•

Pad printing

•

Assembly

•

Hot stamping

•

Punch press

•

Sonic welding

•

Heat staking

•

Labeling of product

•

Sawing

•

Gluing

•

Drilling

•

Notching

•

Sanding

...and much more!

Endless Production Possibilities
We are constantly improving and updating our processes, equipment and production techniques. This way, we are
able to stay at the forefront of innovation in the plastics industry and satisfy our loyal customers.
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Industries Served
Plastic parts can be used in a wide variety of industries. At Custom Plastics, we have experience with many of them.
Among this variety, a majority of our products are produced for the construction and manufacturing, home storage
and organization, consumer products, lighting, office organization and refrigeration industries.

Construction and
Manufacturing

Home Storage and
Organization

Consumer Products
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Lighting

Office Organization

Refrigeration
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As a division of Custom Plastics, Inc.,
HandiSOLUTIONS® offers a proprietary blended
PVC slatwall system, HandiWALL®. Complete
with a full line of accessories, HandiSOLUTIONS®
provides an excellent storage system for garages,
workshops, pantries, kitchens, playrooms and
more. Our HandiWALL® panels are manufactured
in our ISO 9001:2015 certified facility located in
Elk Grove Village, IL and ready to ship from our
single warehouse in short lead times, or through our
distributors nation-wide.
HandiWALL® is the cellular PVC slatwall designed to
organize your life. Used as a complete wall or as a
complement to your existing home storage, HandiWALL®
allows a flexible layout that easily adapts to your storage
needs.
Keep the garage clean by hanging everything from
power tools, sports equipment, rakes, and cabinets on the
HandiWALL® system.
If the wall gets dirty, spray it down with a hose.
HandiWALL® is impervious to water and the unique profile
prevents water from pooling at the bottom of the slat.
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Retail

Hospitality

Closet
Storage

Specializing in slatwall and slatwall accessories, OnCenter PVC Slatwall, has
been a proven success in the residential and commercial storage market for
over ten years under the brand name HandiSOLUTIONS®. This is an excellent
retail solution because it offers a monolithic look that does not distract from
the products being showcased. It also provides durability and a greener
solution than MDF. We truly believe that this product can help retail outlets
looking for a high quality, competitively priced slatwall solution.
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Custom Accents® has been providing accessories for the office furniture
industry since 1994. With manufacturing capabilities of extruding and injection
molding plastics, Custom Accents® offers a complete line of cable grommets,
wire management, desktop power products, below the desk storage, work
flow management accessories, as well as media storage. Reliable, durable and
beautiful accents for home and commercial office furniture.
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Established in 1983 as EPD, Electrical Products Division of
Custom Plastics, Custom Utility began extruding electrical
materials for the utility industry. We serve the utility,
transmission, and communication industry with products for
line construction, maintenance, overhead, and underground
distribution. Our product line includes pole riser guards,
adapter boots, guy markers, wildlife protectors, and more.
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Customer Service

Reliable communication, quick lead times and outstanding customer satisfaction

At Custom Plastics, we like to keep our customers
at the forefront of our operations. Through
effective communication from our reliable account
representatives, we are able to complete projects
efficiently and accurately. Our performance as a
company is constantly measured by our customers

after every project, or through a quarterly or annual
review. By collecting and studying the results of
our customer surveys, and ongoing performance
measures, we see consistent data that supports
our commitment to our customers and a highquality performance.

Easy Order Process

Vendor Managed Inventory

Customers receive order
acknowledgements confirming ship
dates.

We work closely with our partners in
business to forecast inventory options.

Custom Labels

On-Time Success

Special labeling capabilities allow us
to customize shipping labels based on
customer’s needs.

We have a proven track record of an
industry-leading on-time delivery rate of

99.5%.

Personalized Approach
Individual account representatives are assigned
to each customer and continue to work with that
customer throughout our business partnership.
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Contact Us
Reach out to us today to find out how we can create a solution for your plastics extrusion and injection molding
needs. We’re happy to help your business grow.

Address : 1940 Lunt Avenue
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007

Web : www.customplasticsinc.com
Phone : +01 847-439-6770
Email : info@customplasticsinc.com
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